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Exciton Energy Transfer in Organic Light Emitting
Diodes with Thermally Activated Delayed Fluorescence Dopants†
Igor Lyskov,∗a Mihajlo Etinski,b , Christel M. Marianc and Salvy P. Russoa

The molecular systems exhibiting thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) are widely
used as fluorescent dopants in organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) due to their capacity to harvest triplet excitons. The optoelectronic properties of a TADF-based OLED can be further improved by co-depositing highly luminescent fluorophore into emissive layer. In a double-dopant
architecture the electrically generated excitons on TADF molecules are transmitted to the fluorescent emitter for radiative recombination. In this theoretical study we investigate the ability of
the singlet excitons on PXZ-TRZ for non-radiative hoping to Rubrene by varying ambient temperature and solvent polarity. The non-zero probability of the exciton energy transfer is attributed
to vibronic interaction between the charge-transfer (CT) and optically bright high-lying states on
TADF monomer. We systematically extend the outcome of our calculations on the similar class
of dimers and discuss how the preferential orientation of linear shaped TADF molecules and their
complementary fluorophores can enhance efficiency of energy transfer.

1 Introduction
Low-dimensional purely organic molecular semiconductors, exhibiting TADF upon an annihilation of electron-hole pairs have
proven to be very efficient light-emitting systems utilized in an
electronic device such as OLEDs 1–8 . Their electroluminescence
properties, low fabrication cost, high flexibility for molecular design make them excellent candidates for future generation displays. An enhancement of the conventional 25% of internal quantum efficiency stems from the molecular ability to undergo a
spin-forbidden reverse intersystem crossing (rISC) reaction 9–12 .
Thereby, up to 100% of all excitons can be utilized for light generation. However, the degradation mechanisms are currently limiting the OLEDs performance. 13
The OLEDs degradation is commonly attrubited to intermoleculat triplet-polaron annihilation (TPA) and triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA). 13–17 The former quenches the excited state on a
dopant and transmits its energy to a charged host molecule pro-
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ducing a high-energy polaron. The latter forms delocalized biexcitons with statistically stipulated spin states and with twice the
energy of the parent intramolecular triplet. The aforementioned
biexcitons lie energetically well above the charge carrier energy,
and can be turned into a hot polaron burning subtle organic systems. Another spin-forbidden process of singlet-triplet annihilation (STA) can also contribute to exciton quenching in TADFbased OLED 18,19 . The suppression of the exciton-polaron annihilation, supervening the collision of two Frenkel-type excitons, was
shown to be an effective way to increase operational life-time of
ordinary single-dopant rISC-based OLED materials 13,18,20–23 .
One of the approaches to systematically reduce efficiency rolloff in OLEDs rests on the idea of suppressing intersystem crossing (kISC ) and fluorescence from TADF center (kF ) by a fast
channel of singlet exciton energy transfer (ET) to highly fluorescent molecules. 24–26 . In this double-dopant architecture, the
TADF molecule does not luminesce itself but serves as an exciton sensitizer and non-radiatively transfers (kET ) its singlet excitation energy to a fluorophore for radiative recombination, also
known as hyperfluorescence (kHF ). Zhang et al. 27 showed advantages of the strategy using the sensitizing TADF materials with
small singlet-triplet gap in the ET processing device. Nakatonani
et al. 24 embedded different aromatic compounds at low concentration in a host-guest system to produce blue, green, yellow and
red light. They found that the use of electrochemically stable
fluorescent dopants in combination with TADF sensitizers provides significant enhancement of operational stability of a device
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Fig. 1 Chemical structure of PXZ-TRZ and Rubrene and schematic process of the exciton transfer. Red and blue colors refer to the constituent
electron and hole density localization of excitons, respectively.
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tetraphenyltetracene), referred to as Rubrene, we investigate the
ability of the singlet exciton in PXZ-TRZ for non-radiative hopping to Rubrene (Figure 1). Using various solvents and ambient
temperature regimes we calculate a critical interchromophore distance, known as Förster radius, at which an excitonic coupling
between the monomers is strong enough to suppress TADF luminescence and to substantially reduce singlet-to-triplet conversion.
Although, the emissive CT state does not possess an electronic
transition dipole in the Condon approximation, we will explain
that the rate of the exciton transfer from the TADF molecule is a
vibrationally stipulated quantity and that the transfer can be mitigated by spatial alignment of exciton donor and exciton acceptor
in a double-dopant device.

2 Computational details
The ground S0 and excited S1 state geometries of PXZ-TRZ and
Rubrene were obtained with the Turbomole package 30 , employing density functional theory (DFT) with the semilocal BHLYP
exchange-correlation functional 31 and the valence split atomic
orbital basis set def-SV(P) 32 . Due to the close distance between
phenyl rings in Rubrene, we have accounted for dispersion interaction by means of D3-BJ dispersion correction 33 in the geometry
while maintaining high electroluminescence efficiency. Utilizing a
optimizations. Vibrational frequencies and normal displacement
phosphorescent molecule as the singlet energy acceptor and TADF
vectors of the monomers were obtained numerically with the SNF
26
molecule as energy donor, Fukagawa et al. found that the opersoftware 34 at the same level of theory as above. The corrected
ational lifetime of phosphorescence devices is nearly proportional
linear response approach to the polarizable continuum model
to the ET rate.
PisaLR 35 treats electrostatic interaction between the state-specific
Considering STA, TTA and TPA exclusively as dissipation chanmolecular density and polarizable environment, and defines the
nels in a E-type fluorescence device, the singlet [S] and triplet [T ]
excited-state energy shifts and the interchromophore coupling in
state populations in TADF can be written as,
different solvents. The effective PisaLR point charges on a molec36
d[S]
= −kF [S] − kET [S] − kISC [S] + krISC [T ] − kSTA [S][T ] (1) ular solvation shell were obtained with Gaussian16 package .
dt
Rubrene and PXZ-TRZ dissolved in toluene, chlorobenzene and
dichloromethane with dielectric constant of 2.4, 5.6 and 9.1, re
d[T ]
= −krISC [T ] + kISC [S] − kT TA [T ]2 + kT PA [T ][X] + kSTA [S][T ] (2) spectively, are studied in this work. The multiconfigurational
dt
semiempirical DFT/MRCI-R method 37 was employed for calcud[S∗ ]
∗
= kET [S] − kHF [S ] (3) lation of excited-state properties with def-SV(P) atomic basis set
dt
and def-SV(P) auxiliary basis 38 for two-electron integral calcula∗
tion using the tight set of the MRCI optimized parameters 37 .
where [S ] and [X] denote population of a fluorophore and polaronic state correspondingly. An evaluation of the kT TA , kT PA
Fluorescence spectra of the donor and absorption spectra of
and kSTA rates represents a big computational challenge, and we
the acceptor at different temperature intervals were determined
do not quantitavely consider them in this work. As seen from
using a time-dependent approach implemented in the VIBES prothe above written equations, the triplet states are subjected to bigram 39–41 . Light emission from the optically dark charge-transfer
molecular reactions entailing efficiency roll-off more severe than
state of PXZ-TRZ requires transition dipole derivatives, which
singlets. Therefore, reducing their transient lifetime can help to
were determined numerically by distorting the S1 geometry along
rule out biexciton and hot polaron formation problems to some
non-totally symmetric normal coordinates yielding the Herzbergextent. This can be achieved through enhancing kET . An enhanceTeller (HT) type of emission. The vibrationally induced (x,y,z)ment of the kET rate constant can be achieved by optimizing the
components of the transition dipole were derived in its length
relative orientation of the ET partners 28,29 . A rapid depletion of
representation form from the corresponding DFT/MRCI-R wave
the singlet density owing to the exciton transfer inevitably influfunctions. Resulting elements, listed in the supplementary maences the spin-vibronic dynamics in TADF facilitating triplet-toterial, were used for the calculation of the interchromophore insinglet upconversion according to Equations 1,2,3.
teraction and the HT fluorescence spectrum. For simplicity, we
In this paper we predict theoretically how singlet exciton enignore the HT factor of the dipole-allowed absorption of Rubrene
ergy transfer can be enhanced by controlling the mutual orienand rely solely on the Franck-Condon picture using theoretitation of OLED dopants. Using the energy donor 2,4,6-tri(4cally adjusted geometry displacement parameters derived in ref(10H-phenoxazin-10H-yl)phenyl)-1,3,5-triazine, hereinafter reerence 42 . To simulate the experimental spectral broadening, the
ferred to as PXZ-TRZ, and the energy acceptor (5,6,11,12Fourier transformation of the auto-correlation function was at-
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tenuated by a Gaussian damping with a 250 cm−1 width at halfmaximum.
The vibrational wave packet calculations were performed with
the Heidelberg MCTDH package 43–45 . All discretized vibrational
modes of the S1 electronic potential of PXZ-TRZ were split into
different layers, forming a highly contracted multi-layer (ML)
structure of vibrational wave function 46–48 . Also we introduced a
separate branch for the totally symmetric modes in the ML diagram, which leads to more accurate density redistribution at
various thermal conditions. The ML-tree with five layer depths
embraces all 174 nuclear degrees of freedom of PXZ-TRZ. The
time-dependent single-particle functions of the physical degrees
of freedom were described by the Hermite functions. The complete information about the MCTDH basis, structure of the MLtree, the HT-coupling coefficients are found in the supplementary
material. We carried out 300 ML-MCTDH relaxation jobs at every temperature interval to obtain the final vibrational state in the
framework of the stochastic random wavefunction approach 49,50 .
Consequently, the effective transition dipole moment of PXZ-TRZ
represents an average over a number of stochastic realizations.
A single element of the ensuing random-phase sample depicts a
non-symmetric distribution of the vibration density with respect
to the Franck-Condon point, contracted by different kinetic components peculiar to a nuclear displacement coordinate at fixed
temperature (see supplementary material for details).

3 Results and discussions
3.1 Absorption and emission spectra
The Rubrene molecule has been studied for many years and been
applied as a fluorescent dopant in OLEDs 24,51–53 . It is well known
that the carbon framework of Rubrene can be arranged in two
possible conformations which are characterized by D2h and D2
symmetry. The D2h conformer exhibits a planar configuration
of the tetracene backbone with perpendicularly oriented phenyl
rings. In contrast, the D2 structure twists the aromatic plane and
therefore reorients the phenyl ligands. The latter twisted D2 configuration is known to be energetically favorable in solution and
thin film, while the D2h structure dominates in a molecular bulk
crystal 54,55 . Because the emissive layer of a device usually represents an amorphous solid of host molecules with a low dopant
concentration, we used the D2 conformer of Rubrene in this study.
The Rubrene molecule possesses a single, dipole allowed electronic band in the 2 eV energy region. Similar to the La state
in the polyacene family, this 11 A→11 B2 electronic excitation involves one particle promotion from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) with vertical energy of 2.32 eV and oscillator strength of
f (L)=0.26 in vacuum. In this study we did not observe any environment effect on the excited state energy of Rubrene according
to the DFT/MRCI-R calculations (see Table 1). The HOMO and
LUMO orbitals of Rubrene are mainly localized on the tetracene
backbone as shown in Figure 1. The 11 B2 electronic configuration changes the π-conjugation such that nominally bonding pz orbitals of neighboring atoms in HOMO become antibonding in
LUMO and vice versa. These electrostatic forces activate the nu-

Table 1 Vertical and adiabatic transition energies of the monomers in eV.

VAC

DFT/MRCI
TOL
CLB

DCM

Exp.

Rubrene
S0 → S1
S1 → S0
Ead

2.32
2.09
2.20

2.32
2.09
2.20

2.32
2.09
2.20

2.32
2.09
2.20

2.36a,b 2.37c 2.33d
2.25e 2.23 f

PXZ-TRZ
S0 → S1
S1 → S0
Ead

2.85
2.33
2.58

2.92
1.65
1.87

2.95
1.25
1.47

2.96
1.14
1.34

2.95g 2.92h
2.30k,l 2.25m 2.36n

absorption maximum in acetone from Ref. 56
absorption maximum in toluene from Ref. 57
c absorption maximum in hexane from Ref. 58
d absorption maximum in pyridine from Ref. 58
e emission maximum in cyclohexane from Ref. 42
f emission maximum in toluene from Ref. 57
g absorption maximum in toluene from Ref. 59
h absorption maximum in toluene from Ref. 60
k emission maximum in mCBP matrix from Ref. 61
l emission maximum in CPCN matrix from Ref. 60
m emission maximum in toluene solvent from Ref. 59
n emission maximum in 2-MeTHF from Ref. 59
a
b

clear motion of carbons, which stabilizes the ππ ∗ excited state
energy. As the result, the absorption spectrum of Rubrene shows
pronounced vibronic progression originating from geometric deformations of the C–C network as illustrated in Figure 2. The
main vibronic features of the spectrum are well described by the
activities of the 1372 cm−1 and 1521 cm−1 modes as the components with large normal displacements caused by the 11 A→11 B2
electronic transition. In addition, a set of low energy FranckCondon (FC) modes with nonzero values of the excited-state displacement yields to a noticeable broadening for each of the overtones from the main progression series. In this study all displacement parameters and optimal frequencies were taken from the
work by Petrenko et al., which were obtained for the BHLYP geometry of Rubrene in order to reproduce the experimentally observed bandshape 42 .
Fig. 2 Rubrene absorption and PXZ-TRZ emission spectra at 300K.

The PXZ-TRZ dye consists of phenoxazine and triphenyltriazine moieties with perpendicularly oriented π-planes which are
weakly coupled together by the covalent carbon-nitrogen bond.
In the event of charge carrier recombination, the electronic conJ
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figuration undergoes the HOMO→LUMO electron-transfer excitation, where the HOMO resides on phenoxazine donor and the
LUMO on the triphenyltriazine electron acceptor (Figure 1). Both
the S0 and S1 nuclear configurations of PXZ-TRZ possess the C2v
point group symmetry. As is typical for the bichromophoric TADF
systems, the radiation emission occurs from the initially populated CT state, which is optically dark in nature at the S1 minimum. This entails a breakdown of the Condon approximation
and necessitates a thorough examination of non-symmetric vibrational modes 62,63 . Furthermore, because the charge-transfer
state possesses a large dipole moment, which is oriented anticollinear to that of the ground state, the effects of solute-solvent
polarization play an important role. As it was emphasized in
previous theoretical works on OLEDs 64,65 , the sub-microsecond
prompt fluorescence is equivalent to the characteristic time scale
of solvent reorganization supervening the exciton formation even
in confined conditions of amorphous solids. This causes instability of the emission peak over the transient fluorescence time 66,67 .
However, the framework of the Förster exciton transfer suggests
a static picture of radiation emission, and we adapted the reaction field optimized for the CT state to simulate the steady-state
fluorescence spectrum of PXZ-TRZ. Table 1 shows the vertical excitation and de-excitation energies for the lowest singlet excited
state in different environments. In contrast to Rubrene, where
the S1 state energy appears inert to the medium, the static permittivity of the solvent stabilizes the S1 energy of PXZ-TRZ with
respect to the ground state. By virtue of large dipole moment of
the CT state, the calculated 11 A2 →11 A1 electronic de-excitation
energy is substantially lowered with increasing solvent polarity
as given in Table 1. The most prominent nuclear displacement
of the 11 A2 geometry with respect to the 11 A1 state is due to
two vibrational coordinates with frequencies of 421 cm−1 and
1681 cm−1 . They characterize the coupled C–O–C and C–N–C
bending of the phenoxazine fragment and elongation of the C–N
bond linking the chromophores. The aforementioned FC modes
constitute a vibronic progression of the fluorescence spectrum of
PXZ-TRZ provided that the non-totally symmetric modes generate
non-zero oscillator strength.
Because the FC point of the emissive CT state sets PXZ-TRZ
in C2v symmetry we use the symmetry-related principle to unravel the combined electron-nuclear problem of light emission
and exciton hopping. The Figure 3 graphically shows the tran-

Fig. 3 Transition dipole derivative with respect to the a2 -normal displacements (q1 , q9 , ...) in different solvents.
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sition dipole moment derivatives with respect to the a2 nuclear
distortions peculiar to the S1 potential energy surface. These
low-temperature vibrations describe twisting and wagging of the
electron donor moiety and of the phenyl ring encapsulated between the phenoxazine and triazine fragments. Their interplay
with the totally symmetric a1 modes results in a broad-shaped
fluorescence spectrum of PXZ-TRZ with solvent-dependent peak
maximum, which is red shifted upon increase of the dielectric
constant of medium. We also note that the magnitude of the transition dipole derivatives is increased with increasing solvent polarity, which explains the balance of relative intensity of the TADF
emission spectra in Figure 2.
The ET rate kET crucially depends on the relative position of
spectral band structure of donor and acceptor acknowledged in
the overlap integral S:
kET =

2πκ 2
h̄R6

Z

Sa (ω)Sd (ω)dω

(4)

where Sa and Sd are the absorption and emission bandshapes of
the respective monomers explicitly (in case of the FC-type) or
implicitly (in case of the HT-type) encoding the transition dipole
moments 28,29,68 . We blueshift the calculated fluorescence spectrum of PXZ-TRZ in toluene at 300K to fit the intensity peak with
the experimental position at 2.25 eV 59 . Assuming that a source
of this correction changes the S1 →S0 energy in all solvents by
the constant interval, we adjust the spectral onset of all models
accordingly. In this respect the relative positions of the PXZ-TRZ
fluorescence maxima in different environments remain unaltered.
For example, the ∼0.4 eV gap between the peaks in toluene and
chlorobenzene is well correlated with the observed ∼0.3 eV energy shift in structurally almost identical DMAC-TRZ dye 60 . In
the same way the blue shift was introduced for the absorption
spectrum of Rubrene in toluene, which matches the theoretical
outcome with the measurements 57 .
3.2 Energy transfer
In a double-dopant device, the initial singlet excitons on TADF
molecules have two possible ways for the radiative recombination. The first way is the radiative decay from the TADF molecule
itself with characteristic rate constant of 106−8 s−1 for a donoracceptor system. Another route involves the S1 state of a fluorophore for non-radiative ET followed by light emission from the
highly luminescent state. Whilst the former is described solely
by intramolecular electronic properties of the TADF molecule,
the latter process crucially depends on the interchromophore distance R and their mutual orientation in space defined by orientational parameter κ. The orientation κ comprises the relative
alignment of the transition dipoles of monomers and varies between 0≤κ 2 ≤4. The exciton transfer efficiency between PXZ-TRZ
and Rubrene can be controlled by these two largest contributing
factors.
The radiative lifetime τF of the singlet PXZ-TRZ exciton results
from integration of the HT spectral density over frequency domain 69 :
Z
4
1
=
ω 3 Sd (ω)dω
(5)
3
τF
3h̄c
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The computed emission lifetime in toluene at 300K is τF =109 ns.
The transient photoluminescence decay of PXZ-TRZ at the same
ambient condition revealed 19 ns for the prompt component and
0.67 µs for the delayed component with the photoluminescence
quantum yield of 29.5% 59 . Because the equation 5 assumes absence of non-radiative decay channels, i.e. that 100% of the singlet exciton is transmitted into radiation emission, our computed
τF overshoots a pure radiative decay time by factor not higher
than 1.8. At lower temperature regimes the activity of the dipolecoupling modes are more confined and the τF becomes longer, as
summarized in Table 2. In order to suppress light emission on
the PXZ-TRZ sensitizer by efficient exciton transfer, the critical intermolecular distance at a certain monomeric orientation κ must
comply with the following expression:
R=

 2π
h̄

. 1/6
κ 2 S kF

(6)

which is well known as Förster radius. The term S in Equation 6
is the spectral overlap integral from Equation 4 ensuring energy
conservation upon the exciton hopping, and kF is the fluorescence
rate of energy donor. Because the overlap S includes the integration over the emission shape of PXZ-TRZ, a possible error of
the computed fluorescence lifetime is partly canceled in the expression for the Förster radius. Assuming that the orientation
of Rubrene and PXZ-TRZ is not controlled during the deposition
on a substrate, the random orientation factor κ 2 returns 2/3. In
this case the critical interchromophore distance for one donoracceptor pair is about 5.5-6 nm in toluene solution. Due to the
red-shift of the TADF fluorescence in chlorobenzene and acetonitrile, the spectral overlap becomes very small and efficient exciton energy transfer requires close contact between monomers
(see Table 2). Nakanotani et al. 24 provide 6.9 nm as an estimate
of Förster radius for the same dyad co-doped in a mCBP matrix,
which is close to our computed values.
Fig. 4 (a) Oscillations of the components of the transition dipole moments of PXZ-TRZ in vacuum at 300K. (b) Running average of the transition dipole moment of PXZ-TRZ in vacuum with respect to the number
of stochastic realizations.

In FRET-based devices, excitons are desired to be generated
preferentially on the TADF molecules which pave the way for harvesting triplet excitons via rISC. This is usually achieved by low
concentration of fluorophores as compared with the concentration of the carrier recombination centers. Thereby, operational
control of the relative orientation of the dopants is a key criterion
for efficient ET keeping the mesoscopic parameters of emission
layer constant. The main obstacle in transfer modelling originates from the fact that the CT state of conventional TADF systems either does not possess a static transition dipole moment to
the ground state or that the moment is very small, which is usually observed in TADF molecules having a low degree of spatial
symmetry. By analogy to the rISC mechanism, both the radiation emission and the competing ET are vibrationally driven processes. In this regard, the preferential alignment of chromophores
relies on the principal axis of the vibrationally induced transition
dipole moment of PXZ-TRZ. We adapt the one-state vibrational
ML-MCTDH Hamiltonian peculiar to the S1 electronic potential
of PXZ-TRZ in order to shed light on the nature of the transition
moment associated with molecular vibrations. Figure 4-a displays
the thermal fluctuation of the Cartesian component of the transition dipole at 300K resulting from different realizations of the
random-phase nuclear wavefunction. It is clearly seen that the
oscillations along the molecular z-axis occur with much higher
amplitude than along the x- and y- coordinates. Although all
components of d~ converge to zero after averaging over the entire
sample, the absolute value of the vector converges to a non-zero
value at each temperature interval as illustrated in Figure 4-b.
~ is dominated by its z-component by not less
Moreover, the |d|
than 98% in all solute-solvent models considered in this work.
We interpret this outcome as the result of strong adiabating mixing between the optically forbidden CT state and the first excited
local ππ ∗ state of 1A1 symmetry at the FC point of the S1 state.
This bright exciton resides mainly on triphenyltriazine moiety of
PXZ-TRZ and possesses large oscillator strength. The a2 nuclear
distortions mediate the vibronic coupling between 21A1 and 11A2
states as a result of which the CT state borrows the intensity for
radiative exciton recombination. This outcome suggests an optimal relative orientation of the PXZ-TRZ and Rubrene molecular
frames for enhancing the efficiency of the ET process. If the transition moment of Rubrene lines up along the intrinsic z-axis of
PXZ-TRZ, the κ 2 coefficient reaches its superior limit of 4, which
corresponds to the fastest non-radiative depopulation of the CT
state. Based on this alignment, we compute the ultimate Förster
distance Rmax between the chromophores as listed in Table 2. It is
known from experiments that the spatial orientation of light emitting molecules, whose transition dipole moment is aligned horizontally to the glass substrate, enhances the light out-coupling
efficiency of the OLED. 70–73 Komino et al. 61 have demonstrated
that the horizontal orientation of PXZ-TRZ dopants in randomly
oriented mCBP host matrix increase of the external efficiency of
a device by 24%. This experimental evidence corroborates our
finding that the transition dipole moment of PXZ-TRZ fluctuates
in-plane.
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Table 2 The ET related parameter for PXZ-TRZ/Rubrene dimer: τF – the radiative lifetime of PXZ-TRZ; S – spectral overlap of the PXZ-TRZ emission
and the Rubrene absorption; Raver – Förster radius for randomly oriented monomers; Rmax – Förster radius for the monomers alignment as shown in
Figure 5.

τF (ns)
S (au)
Raver (nm)
Rmax (nm)

100K
149
8.5
4.1
5.5

VAC
200K
95
21
4.4
6.0

300K
72
41
4.7
6.4

100K
216
51
5.9
7.9

TOL
200K
140
73
5.8
7.8

300K
109
79
5.7
7.6

3.3 Mutual orientation of dopants
The combination of Rubrene and PXZ-TRZ perfectly demonstrates
a potential scheme for enhancing the efficiency of the TADFoperating OLEDs. The idea relies on the mutual alignment of
the interacting chromophores, and therefore knowledge of the
principal S1 →S0 transition dipole axis of a TADF molecule is the
primary task. As we pointed out before, this question is not always easy to answer because of the dark nature of the CT state. It
especially concerns a family of linear-shaped cassettes where the
FC-type fluorescence is forbidden by the symmetry constraints.
In this case the molecular vibrations can bring non-zero probability for light emission manifesting the Jahn-Teller phenomena. A
rigorous study of all TADF candidates and characterization of intramolecular interstate vibronic couplings would be computationally laborous. However, this exhaustive analysis can be avoided
under certain circumstances, i.e. when an electronic excitation
spectrum of the TADF molecule at the S1 geometry reveals highintensity bands of a certain type of dipole symmetry. Below, we
provide some guiding principles with illustrative examples of the
preferential morphology of a linear shaped TADF molecule and a
complementary fluorescent partner. In the following discussion
we refer the reader to Figure 5.
The proper combination of exciton acceptor and exciton donor
is commonly realized as a rapid resonance energy transfer requiring substantial spectral overlap S. A rather large Stoke shift of
the TADF molecule prohibits the back energy transfer from a fluorophore to TADF, which should possess a bright one-photon transition in the energy region of a TADF emission. The light emission
from energy-acceptor systems without long vibronic progression
seems ideal for obtaining high color purity of hyperfluorescence.
Further, a substantial energy separation between the emitting S1
state and other local excitations on a fluorophore can minimize
losses upon the relaxation, and increase the internal efficiency
of an OLED. As recently shown 24 , a family of rigid polycyclic
aromatic compounds with dipole allowed ππ ∗ S1 state can serve
as optimal exciton recombination centers. The PXZ-TRZ dye deposited in mCBP host yields 12.8% of external electroluminescence quantum efficiency (EQE) 74 . Incorporation of a Rubrene
derivative TBRb in the same matrix as an ET partner to PXZ-TRZ
enhances the EQE by up to 18% and increases the device reliability almost by factor of 2 24 . Therefore, the operational control
of orientational morphology of TBRb and PXZ-TRZ can enhance
the reported performance of a device due to different means: (1)
reducing the concentration of TBRb centers, which helps to rule
out the charge carrier recombination on the fluorophore by that
avoiding the triplet excitons trapping; (2) increasing the rate of
6|
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100K
253
4.0
4.0
5.3

CLB
200K
168
2.8
3.5
4.7

300K
134
2.8
3.4
4.5

100K
276
<0.1
1.3
1.8

DCM
200K
185
<0.1
1.6
2.2

300K
148
0.8
2.7
3.7

exciton transport kET , which alleviates the triplet-to-singlet upconversion dynamics on TADF centers; (3) producing the stableover-time fluorescence signal achieved through apolar ππ ∗ state
of TBRb. Further examples following the same general working
principles are given below.
The green ACRFLCN dye consists of acridine donor that is spiroconjugated to fluorene acceptor. An OLED with ACRFLCN doped
in TPSi-F host achieves nowadays modest 10% EQE 75 . The maximum electroluminescence intensity at 485 nm originates from
vibronic interaction of the CT state with the local ππ ∗ exciton residing on the fluorene unit. The relatively large oscillator strength
f (L)=1.1 of the fluorene monomer extends almost equally across
the first two B2 transitions in ACRFLCN, suggesting the molecular
y-axis for alignment of an emitter. The TPA molecule is one of the
diaminoanthracene derivatives, displaying an excitation peak at
456 nm and 526 nm emission with quantum yield of 0.83 measured in dichloromethane, optimal for ACRFLCN 76 . Similar to the
S0 →S1 transition in Rubrene, this electronic configuration with
f (L)=0.26 involves HOMO-LUMO electron promotion with the
underlying orbitals localized mainly on the anthracene backbone.
Utilizing TPA in the role of fluorescent partner to ACRFLCN in an
emissive layer can bring high brightness green light.
The electroluminescence of the donor-acceptor-donor PTZDBPHZ-PTZ system with two conformationally switchable phenothiazine units peaks at 587 nm in blended CBP film 77 . The
performance of the reported orange-color device reaches up to
17% of EQE, indicating that the PTZ-DBPHZ-PTZ is an efficient
exciton sensitizer. According to the DFT/MRCI calculations, the
local dibenzophenazine excitons at 3.00 eV and 4.09 eV with 0.37
and 2.05 oscillator strength, respectively, prevail in the electronic
excitation spectrum at the CT geometry. The emissive S1 state inherits its dipole moment upon molecular vibrations around the FC
point. Terrylene is a deep-red compound with small Stoke shift
displaying maximum absorption intensity at 560 nm and emission wavelength at 575 and 612 nm 78 . Its fluorescence quantum
yield is close to unity with no notable transition to the triplet
manifold. 79 A high photostability renders terrylene as good fluorescent partner to PTZ-DBPHZ-PTZ.
A TADF emitter SpiroAC-TRZ, built from a spiroacridine donor
covalently linked electron-accepting triazine unit, exhibits skyblue electroluminescence with maximum spectral intensity at 480
nm 80 . Remarkably, the horizontal orientation of planar SpiroACTRZ with respect to the substrate boosts the outcoupling efficiency as compared with blended morphology of an emissive layer
mimicking the strong anisotropy of the transition dipole. Overall,
an ultimate EQE of 36.7% can be achieved by virtue of the outcou-
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Fig. 5 The preferential alignment of TADF molecules to their complementary fluorescent partners for maximizing the ET efficiency. The localization of
the optically bright excitons on the assistant dopants is schematically highlighted in red-shaded region. The spectral intensity and energetic position of
the ET driving excitons are given on the bottom bars with illustration of the underlying electron-hole pair density.

pling enhancing technologies and employing a mCPCN host material 80 . The lowest bright excited states with large z-component of
the transition dipole arise due to intensity distribution of the ππ ∗
exciton residing on the triphenyltriazine fragment. The CT state
borrows the intensity from the bright exciton causing the experimentally observed in-plane emission. A possible way to achieve
hyperfluorescence utilizing SpiroAC-TRZ as exciton sensitizer is a
co-deposition of a boron-containing Helicene (B-Helicene). The
first optically bright transition at 466 nm of the B-Helicene diluted in C6 H6 stems 81 from the interaction of frontier HOMOLUMO π-orbitals. Its spectral density of light emission displays a
pronounced vibronic structure placing the overtones at 493 and
525 nm and yielding 75% of quantum efficiency. 81 The extremely
efficient triplet-harvesting ability of SpiroAC-TRZ and the excellent solubility of B-Helicene suggests a potentially remarkable ET
pair for a green-light device.

4 Conclusions
In this paper we described the singlet exciton transfer from the
PXZ-TRZ molecule to the highly luminescent Rubrene. Similar
to the primary step of rISC mechanism in TADF, the vibronic interaction between electronically excited states in linear shaped
TADF molecules plays the key role in generation of non-zero electronic transition dipole moment. The knowledge of the principal
molecular axis of the fluctuating transition dipole paves a way for
designing full-color OLEDs with outstanding efficiency and improved operational stability. We emphasize the importance of
the nature of low-energy lying singlet excited states for the radiative exciton recombination on TADF center in single-dopant
OLEDs and for the non-radiative exciton transfer from TADF to
fluorophore in double-dopant OLEDs.
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